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heterogeneous variety of disparate beliefs and practices. Written records that could
tell us about Pagan lived religion often rely on textual sources produced by Christian
missionaries or later Christianized writers, such as in the case of Norse mythology.
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do so only indirectly. By close-reading unfashionable missionary accounts, the author
allows us a glimpse of sacred trees, sacred groves, and sacred pillars as powerful
symbols at the point of transformation, or, in the eyes of others, tragic extinction.1
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Submission of articles to Sociolinguistic Studies should normally be done via the
journal’s website at www.equinoxjournals.com. You will need to register with the
website as an author, and follow the instructions and guidelines relating to submission.
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editors for advice on how to submit their manuscripts.
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1. Editor’s Note: for more about sacred trees, see the special forum on arborphilia
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